In this paper, a novel greyscale image coding technique based on vector quantization (VQ
Introduction
Due to the limitations of data storage and transmission bandwidth, the need for digital image compression is essen− tial. From the literature, vector quantization (VQ) is a useful scheme for greyscale image compression [1] [2] [3] . It can also be used for speech compression. VQ can be applied to the multimedia applications that having a limited computation power because its low bit rate and simple image decoding procedure.
In general, VQ can be divided into three parts: codebook generation, image encoding, and image decoding. The goal of codebook generation procedure is to generate a set of representative codewords to form the codebook. From the literature, the LBG algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm for codebook design [1] . The LBG algorithm is a clustering−based algorithm. Typically, a good codebook can be designed by using the LBG algorithm when the ini− tial codebook is well−selected.
In the image encoding procedure, each greyscale image to be compressed is first divided into a set of non−over− lapped image blocks of n´n pixels. Each image block can be viewed as an image vector of k dimensions where k = n´n. To compress the image, each image block is processed in the left−to−right and top−to−bottom order. Given one image block x and a codebook of N codewords, the closest code− word in the codebook for x is to be determined.
To find out the closest codeword for each image block x, the squared Euclidean distance (SED) between each code− word cw i and x is calculated. The SED value of two given image vectors x, cw i of k pixels can be computed as follows 
A total of N SED values are calculated to find out the closest codeword in the codebook for x. The codeword cor− responding to the least SED value is then selected. The com− pressed code of x is the index of its closest codeword in the codebook. When each image block is sequentially pro− cessed in the same way as mentioned above, a set of the indices, also called index table, is generated.
In the image decoding procedure, the compressed image of VQ is to be reconstructed. Here, the same codebook of N codewords as that was used in the image encoding proce− dure is used. To recover each compressed blockx, the log 2 N bits index of the closest codeword in the codebook forx is extracted. Then, the corresponding codeword of this index is employed to recover the compressed blockx. When each compressed block is sequentially reconstructed in the same way, the decoded image of VQ is obtained.
The required bit rate of VQ is (log 2 N )/k bpp when a codebook of N k−dimensional codewords is used. For example, the bit rate of VQ is equal to 0.5 bpp when N and k are 256 and 16, respectively. Generally, the reconstructed image quality of VQ highly depends on the codebook used.
If a representative set of codewords is designed, a good reconstructed image quality of the compressed image is achieved.
In the LBG algorithm, several rounds of data clustering and centroid updating are executed to design the VQ code− book. Typically, a higher computational cost is consumed when a large−sized codebook is designed by the LBG algo− rithm. Several improved algorithms had been proposed to cut down the computational cost or design better codebook based on the LBG algorithm [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In addition, some code− book search algorithms had been proposed to accelerate the image encoding procedure of VQ without incurring any extra image distortion [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
To cut down the bit rate of VQ, two main approaches are introduced. The former approach is to further losslessly encode the index table of VQ. Some index compression techniques of this approach had been proposed [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this approach, additional computational cost is required for the post−processing work. The main advantage of this approach is that there is no extra image quality loss for losslessly index table compression.
The later approach sacrifices the image quality of VQ to cut down the bit rate. Several schemes of this approach had been proposed [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The quadtree segmentation vector quantization technique that exploits the spatial similarity among neighbouring pixels by using the quadtree segmenta− tion technique had been proposed in 1999 [20] . In 2001, the sub−sampling vector quantization scheme had been pro− posed [21] . In this scheme, two adjacent similar blocks are merged and subsampled to form a block. The subsampled block is then compressed by VQ. The inter−block correla− tion between each two adjacent blocks is exploited in this scheme.
In 2007, a VQ−based image compression scheme that exploits the inter−block and intra−block correlations had been proposed [22] . The similar block prediction technique is employed to encode the image blocks by their similar neighbouring encoded blocks. Besides, two codebooks are used in the proposed scheme to exploit the intra−block cor− relation within each image block. In 2008, a novel VQ− −based image coding scheme had been introduced [23] . The block prediction technique and the relatively addressing technique are employed to cut down the bit rate of VQ.
To provide a better image quality of the reconstructed image using a fixed−sized VQ codebook while keeping a low bit rate, a new image coding technique based on VQ is proposed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the proposed technique based on VQ is introduced. In Sect. 3, the experimental results are shown. Finally, some conclusions are given in Sect. 4.
Proposed method
In the VQ scheme, the reconstructed image quality is limi− ted by the codebook used. To provide a better image quality in VQ, a larger−sized codebook is needed. To avoid using a larger−sized codebook while achieving a better image quality, the expanded codebook is used in the proposed method. The codebook expansion technique is introduced to generate the expanded codebook from the traditional VQ codebook.
The usage of expanded codebook for VQ requires more storage cost for each index compressed to a small−sized VQ codebook used. To remedy this problem, the relatively addre− ssing technique is employed to losslessly process the indices. In addition, the block prediction technique is used to encode the image blocks by their similar encoded neighbours to cut down the bit rates with a slightly image quality loss.
Codebook expansion procedure
Suppose the VQ codebook CB = {cw 0 , cw 1 , …, cw N-1 } of N codewords was previously generated by using the accele− rated version of the LBG algorithm [4] . Let F denote the expanding factor. To generate the expanded codebook ECB of N×F codewords, where ECB = {ecw 0 , ecw 1 , …, ecw NF-1 }, the codewords in CB are first sorted by their sum values in ascending order.
Each codeword cw i of CB is copied and stored in ecw i´F of ECB. The remanding codewords in ECB are generated by linear prediction of these copied codewords. The following equation is used to generate j−th codeword ecw j in ECB where j is less than or equal to F×(N -1)
In this equation, N codewords in ECB are directly copied form CB in the first case. In addition, each remaining code− word in ECB is computed based on the linear prediction technique in the second case. Note that some codewords in ECB cannot be generated by using Eq. (2). In fact, a total of (F -1) codewords in ECB cannot be processed in Eq. (2). Such expanded codewords can be generated by using the extrapolation technique.
An example of codeword mapping from CB to ECB is depicted in Fig. 1 . In this example, the expanding factor F is set to 2. In Fig. 1 , the shaded codewords in ECB are directly copied from CB. These remaining (un−shaded) codewords in ECB are generated by using the linear prediction tech− nique. Furthermore, the expanded codeword ecw 2N-1 with light−grey shadow is generated by using the extrapolation technique.
Proposed encoding procedure
After the expanded codebook ECB with the expanding fac− tor F is generated, the image encoding procedure can be started. The flowchart of the proposed encoding procedure is depicted in Fig. 2 . The given image is partitioned into a set of non−overlapped image blocks of n´n pixels. Image blocks are sequentially processed in the order of left−to−right and then top−to−bottom.
If the image block x to be processed is either in the first column or row of the image, it is then compressed by VQ using the expanded codebook. Let I x denote the index of the closest codeword in the expanded codebook for x. The index I x is further processed by the relatively addressing technique.
For each remaining image block x to be processed, we need to determine whether it can be encoded by its similar encoded neighbour in the block prediction technique. The search order of the encoded neighbours of x is depicted listed in Fig. 3 . In the block prediction technique, two con− trol thresholds SR and TH are previously set. SR records the total number of the distinct encoded neighbours to be searched for x. TH records the allowable distance for deter− mining whether two image blocks are similar. According to Fig. 3 , the distinct adjacent left and upper encoded neigh− bours are to be searched when SR is set to 2.
In the block prediction technique, a total of SR distinct encoded neighbours of x are selected. The SED between each candidate and x is computed. The encoded neighbour having the minimal squared Euclidean distance dist with x is chosen. If dist is less than or equal to TH, x is encoded by the code pattern of its similar encoded neighbour as shown in Table 1 . Otherwise, x is compressed by VQ using ECB. Let I x denote the index of the closest codeword in ECB for x. The index I x will be further compressed by using the rela− tively addressing technique. Now, we start to describe the details of the relatively addressing technique. Let RT denote the predefined range threshold that records the allowable range. Besides, I ri denotes the reference index I ri for each index. Recall that the indices to be processed can be divided into two different ca− tegories. In the first category, each index is corresponding to the image block located either in the first column or the first row of the image. The reference index I ri for each index cor− responding to the image block in the first row of the image is set to its immediately left index. The reference index I ri for each index corresponding to the image block in the first column of the image is set to its immediately above index. In the second category, each index has at least four adjacent encoded neighbours. The reference index I ri can be set to either its adjacent left index or upper index.
The distance between I x and I ri can be calculated by using the following equation
If the calculated distance d ra ranges from -(RT/2) to (RT/2) -1, I x is classified as a close index to I ri . Then, I ri is encoded by the rule described in Table 2 we need to store additional 1−bit indicator ind RA to distin− guish the two possible processing ways in the relatively addressing technique. The storage cost for each possible encoding method of the proposed scheme is listed in Table 3 . Each image block x that is either in the first column or the first row of the image is compressed by VQ using ECB to get the index I x of the clo− sest codeword in ECB. Then, I x is further processed by the relatively addressing technique. Therefore, (1 + log 2 RT) bits and (1 + log 2 N×F) bits are needed for the close index and non−close index to the reference index, respectively.
For each remaining block x, it may be encoded by its similar encoded neighbour by using the block prediction technique or it is compressed by VQ with ECB and then processed by the relatively addressing technique. Here, 1−bit indicator ind BP is required to record whether the block prediction technique is used. A total of (+ log 2 SR) bits are needed when x is encoded by its similar encoded neighbour. Otherwise, x is first encoded by VQ with ECB to get I x . Then, I x is further processed by the relatively addressing technique. In other words, (2 + log 2 RT) bits and (2 + log 2 N×F) bits are needed for close index and non−close index to the reference index, respectively. 
Proposed decoding procedure
To reconstruct the compressed image, the VQ codebook CB of N codewords and the compression data are needed. Besides, the parameters F, SR, TH, and RT are needed to correctly decode the image. The codebook expansion proce− dure that was described in Sect. 2.1 is executed to generate the expand codebook ECB of N×F codewords before the actually decoding work is executed. Recall that the image blocks are encoded in the left−to−right and top−to−bottom order, the same order is used to decode them. The flowchart of the proposed decoding procedure is depicted in Fig. 4 . To recover y that is either in the first row or the first co− lumn of the image, two possible cases can be found. We need to extract 1−bit indicator ind RA to determine whether the extracted index is either a close index or non−close index to the reference index. When ind RA equals (0) 2 , it indicates that a close index is to be extracted. Otherwise, a non−close index is to be extracted. Then, log 2 RT bits or log 2 N×F bits are extracted from the compressed data to form the close index and the non−close index, respectively.
For each close index of log 2 RT bits, it is translated back to d ra by according to Table 2 . Then, the index I x of 
The compressed image block y that corresponds to a close index can be then reconstructed by the I x −th code− word in ECB. For each non−close index, the block y can be directly recovered by its corresponding codeword in ECB.
To recover y that is neither in the first row nor the first column of the image, 1−bit indicator ind BP is extracted to determine whether the block prediction technique was employed or not. If ind BP with a value (0) 2 is found, y will be recovered by its similar encoded neighbour. We need to extract log 2 SR bits from the compressed data to form the code pattern of the similar neighbour. Then, the code pattern can be translated back to the log 2 N×F bits index of the simi− lar neighbour according to Table 1 .
If ind BP valued (1) 2 is found, we need to extract addi− tional 1−bit indicator ind RA to determine the decoding ways of the relatively address technique. We know that the cur− rent decoding index is a close index or non−close index to the reference index, when ind RA valued (0) 2 and (1) 2 , respec− tively. Then, log 2 RT bits or log 2 N×F bits are extracted from the compressed data to get the close index and the non−close index, respectively. Each close index is first translated back to d ra . Then, the index I x of can be computed by using Eq. (4). The compressed image block y that corresponds to a close index can be then reconstructed by the I x −th code− word in ECB. For each non−close index, the block y can be directly recovered by its corresponding codeword in ECB. By sequentially decoding each image block using the above− −described rules, the compressed image can be generated.
Experimental results
To understand the performance of proposed scheme, a vari− ety of experiments have been performed. All the experi− ments were performed on the IBM compatible PC with a Pentium 3G Hz CPU and 1G RAM. Four greyscale ima− ges "Airplane", "Boat", "Goldhill" and "Toys" of 512×512 pixels were used as the training images to design the VQ codebooks by using the LBG algorithm [1] . In the simula− tions, the termination threshold of the LBG algorithm was set to 0.001.
The mean square error (MSE) between the original re− constructed images of 512×512 pixels is defined as ) .
Here, o ij and r ij denote the original and encoded pixels, respectively.
The quality of the reconstructed image is measured by means of the peak signal−to−noise−ratio (PSNR), which is defined as
Typically, PSNR is considered an indication of image quality rather than a definitive measurement; however, it is a commonly used measurement for evaluating the image quality.
In the experiments, six test images "Airplane", "Girl", "Goldhill", "Lenna", "Peppers" and "Toys" of 512 × 512 pixels as shown in Fig. 5 are used to evaluate the average performance of comparative schemes. Among them, "Air− plane", "Boat", and "Toys" are within the training set for codebook design, while the others three images are outside the training set. Reconstructed image qualities of the VQ scheme using different codebook sizes are shown in Table 4 . It is shown that the image quality increases as the codebook size increases in VQ.
To understand the performance of the proposed code− book expansion procedure, average results of the image qualities of VQ with the use of the expanded codebooks are listed in Table 5 . From the results, the image quality incre− ases as the increment of the expanding factor. Average image quality gains 0.509 dB, 0.761 dB, and 0.859 dB are obtained when expanding factors valued 2, 4, and 8 are used, respectively.
To understand the performance of the relatively address− ing technique, average bit rates of the relatively addressing technique for VQ using the expanded codebooks are listed in Table 6 . Here, two reference positions are used in the simulations for relatively addressing. In Table 6 , L and U denote the adjacent left index and the adjacent upper index to the current processing index for the relatively addressing technique. It is shown that a lower bit rate is obtained when the reference index is set to the adjacent upper index of the current processing index.
The relatively addressing technique can be viewed as a lossless index coding technique for VQ indices. The required bit rate for VQ with the expanded codebook is log 2 (N×F)/k bpp. In Table 6 , the expanding factor F and the vector dimensions are set to 2 and 16, respectively. By using the relatively addressing technique, the best bit rates for VQ with expanded codebooks of 128, 256, 512, 1024 code− words are 0.336 bpp, 0.402 bpp, 0.471 bpp, 0.531 bpp, respectively. Beside, it is shown that the bit rates of the rela− tively addressing technique reference to the upper index are lower than those of the relatively addressing technique re− ference to the left index. Therefore it is suggested that the reference position for the relatively addressing technique should be set to the upper index. Table 5 . Average image qualities of VQ with expanded codebooks.
Sizes
Expanding factors To understand the performance of the block prediction technique, average image qualities and bit rates of the block prediction technique for VQ with the expanded codebooks are given in Tables 7 and 8 , respectively. Recall that SR denotes the number of distinct encoded neighbours used in block prediction technique. In the simulations, SR valued 2 and 4 for block prediction are simulated. The expanding factor F is set to 2. Four different sizes of expanded code− books 128, 256, 512, 1024 are used in the experiments.
According to the results in Table 7 , the image qualities decrease as the increment of the TH values. The image Table 8 , the required bit rates decrease as the increment of the TH values. The required bit rates of the block prediction technique with SR = 2 are lower than those of the block prediction technique with SR = 4 from the Table 8 . Therefore, it is suggested that SR should be set to 2 for block prediction. Experimental results of the proposed method using ex− panded codebook of 128, 256, 512, and 1024 codewords are listed in Figs. 6 to 9. The expanding factor F is set to 2. In other words, the VQ codebooks sized 64, 128, 256, 512 are used to generate the expanded codebooks. The reference position for relatively addressing is set to the adjacent upper index of the current processing index based on the results shown in Table 6 . The search range SR for block prediction is set to 2 according to the results in Tables 7 and 8 . Diffe− rent values of RT are tested to find out the best threshold for the relatively addressing technique.
Compared to the results in Tables 7 and 8 , it is shown that the proposed method requires much lower bit rates than those of VQ with block prediction. In other words, the use of relatively addressing significantly cuts down the bit rates of the proposed method. In Figs. 6 and 7, the lowest bit rates are achieved when RT are set to 16 and 32 in the proposed method. Besides, the lowest bit rates are obtained when RT are set to 64 and 128 in the proposed method in Figs. 8 and  9 . Therefore, it is suggested that RT should be set to (N×F)/8 in the proposed method.
Comparative results of the proposed method with RT = (N×F)/8 and VQ are given in Fig. 10 . The required bit rate of VQ with a codebook of 64 codewords is 0.375 bpp. From Table 4 , an average image quality of 29.286 dB is obtained by VQ. When the VQ codebooks of 64 codewords are used in the proposed method, 29.610 dB of image quality gain at 0.249 bpp is achieved. 33.60% bit rate reduction is obtained while having an image quality gain of 0.324 dB. Average image quality of 30.441 dB is achieved at 0.272 bpp by using the proposed method when the VQ codebooks of 128 codewords are used. Note that average image quality of 30.333 dB is obtained at 0.4375 bpp in VQ. In other words, an average of 37.83% bit rate reduction of the proposed method is obtained while having the image quality gain of 0.108 dB.
An average image quality of 31.191 dB is achieved at 0.307 bpp by using the proposed method with VQ code− books of 256 codewords. In VQ, the average image quality of 31.173 dB is obtained at 0. Compressed images of VQ and the proposed method using codebooks of 64, 128, 256, 512 codewords are listed in Figs. 11 to 14, respectively. Two testing images "Airplane" and "Lenna" are used to demonstrate the visual quality of the proposed method and VQ. Two compressed images of the proposed method that have approximately the same bit rate or image quality of VQ are shown in each figure. 
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Conclusions
A novel image compression scheme based on VQ is pro− posed in this paper. The idea of codebook expansion is introduced in this scheme. By exploiting the high correla− tion among neighbouring image blocks, the block predic− tion technique is employed to cut down the bit rates of VQ. In addition, the relatively addressing technique is used to decrease the storage costs of the indices.
From the results, it is suggested that the range threshold RT for relatively addressing should be set to (N×F)/8 for the relatively addressing technique. Besides, the reference posi− tion for relatively addressing is suggested to be adjacent upper index of the current processing index. By choosing suitable control thresholds, the proposed scheme provides a better image quality than VQ while keeping a lower bit rate when a fixed−size VQ codebook is used. To further improve the reconstructed image quality of the proposed scheme, we will work on codebook expansion procedure to design better expanded codebooks in the future.
